RECESSED MONITOR NICHE - TV

REV. NO. 001  DWG. NO. AGD-06
REV. DATE: 04-05-2021  DRAWN BY: NBS
SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

1. LCD TV CENTERED IN OPENING, ASSUME 30" SCREEN, VERIFY MODEL PRIOR TO INSTALL.
2. NOTIFY DESIGNER ANY DIMENSION CHANGES PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION IF OPENING.
3. CENTER OF NICHE, VERIFY WITH OWNER.
4. MAX. 4" PROJECTION IF MONITOR IF FAST NICHES, SEE WALL FACES.
5. PREPARE ELECTRICAL BOX, SEE AV SPECS.
6. SECURE MONITOR WITH CONTINUOUS BLOCKING, SEE SPECIFICATIONS.
7. REF WALL TYPING AND NOTES.